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ABSTRACT

Shipboard measurements and a model are used to describe the mean structure of meridional–vertical

tropical cells (TCs) in the central equatorial Pacific and a secondary circulation associated with the northern

front of the cold tongue. The shape of the front is convoluted by the passage of tropical instability waves

(TIWs). When velocities are averaged in a coordinate system centered on the instantaneous position of the

northern front, the measurements show a near-surface minimum in northward flow north of the surface front

(convergent flow near the front). This convergence and inferred downwelling extend below the surface mixed

layer, tilt poleward with depth, and are meridionally bounded by regions of divergence and upwelling.

Similarly, the model shows that, on average, surface cold tongue water moves northward toward the frontal

region and dives below tilted front, whereas subsurface water north of the front moves southward toward the

front, upwells, and then moves northward in the surface mixed layer. The model is used to demonstrate that

this mean quasi-adiabatic secondary circulation is not a frozen field that migrates with the front but is instead

highly dependent on the phase of the TIWs: southward-upwelling flow on the warm side of the front tends to

occur when the front is displaced southward, whereas northward-downwelling flow on the cold side of the

front occurs when the front is displaced northward. Consequently, when averaged in geographic coordinates,

the observed and simulated TCs appear to be equatorially asymmetric and show little trace of a secondary

circulation near the mean front.

1. Introduction

There are few direct estimates of the mean structure

of meridional and vertical currents in the central equa-

torial Pacific Ocean (defined here as region bounded by

88S–88N, 1408–1258W). To date, the best observational

representation comes from 9 years of shipboard acoustic

Doppler current profiler (ADCP) transects collected be-

tween 1708 and 958W (Johnson et al. 2001, hereafter

JMF01). These shipboard observations show evidence

of shallow tropical cells (TCs) characterized by equa-

torial upwelling, poleward Ekman flow in the surface

mixed layer, off-equatorial downwelling within 88 lati-

tude of the equator, and equatorward geostrophic flow

below the mixed layer (Fig. 1). The TCs appear as near-

surface, near-equatorial maxima of the much larger sub-

tropical cells (McCreary and Lu 1994) and are embedded

in strong westward and eastward flows, with the north-

ern TC appearing to be stronger (JMF01). When tem-

porally averaged in depth coordinates, numerical models

show similar shallow cells (McCreary 1981; Philander

et al. 1987; Kessler et al. 1998; Lu et al. 1998; Hazeleger

et al. 2001; Izumo 2005; Brown et al. 2007a,b; Perez and

Kessler 2009). However, when averaged in isopycnal

coordinates, the mean TCs in models virtually disappear,

implying off-equatorial downwelling may be due to av-

eraging an adiabatic three-dimensional flow across the

sloping density surfaces associated with the cold tongue
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fronts (Hazeleger et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2007b; Richards

et al. 2009). In this analysis, we reprocess an extended

shipboard ADCP dataset collected in the central equa-

torial Pacific to highlight and better understand the cir-

culation near the strong northern front of the cold tongue.

Results from a 9-yr tropical Pacific model simulation are

used to interpret the shipboard observations.

The presence of a strong front bounding the equato-

rial cold tongue at its northern edge near 28N in the

mean (Wallace et al. 1989) complicates the simple de-

piction of the TCs given by Fig. 1. The front persists as a

sharp gradient for months, which implies that northward-

moving cold water on the southern side cannot directly

cross it, because there is no apparent mechanism to warm

the water parcels rapidly. One possibility is that the cold,

northward-moving water slides under the warm water

to the north. Then both water masses could be flowing

north at the surface (satisfying the constraint of pole-

ward Ekman flow), and the front would be associated

with quasi-adiabatic downwelling on its southern (i.e.,

cold) side and corresponding upwelling on its northern

(i.e., warm) side to replenish northward surface flow.

Such slantwise motion along a two-dimensional front

can occur for a number of dynamical reasons. In the

presence of geostrophic wind shear, slantwise convec-

tion can occur along tilted absolute momentum surfaces

during symmetric (hybrid gravitational–centrifugal) in-

stability (e.g., Haine and Marshall 1998; Straneo et al.

2002). Slantwise motion can also occur as an Ekman re-

sponse to friction acting on the geostrophic shear asso-

ciated with a front (Garrett and Loder 1981; Thompson

2000) and can still exist when winds blow along the front

(Thomas and Ferrari 2008). Cronin and Kessler (2009,

hereafter CK09), using 9 months of current meter data

in the upper 25 m at 28N, 1408W, found that, in the case

of the northern front of the cold tongue and strong east-

erly (alongfront) trade winds, the geostrophic shear tends

to modify the ageostrophic Ekman spiral and reduce the

expected near-surface poleward Ekman flow at the front.

These observations suggest that there is convergence of

meridional flow on the cold side of the front and diver-

gence of meridional flow on the warm side of the front.

Moreover, the cold tongue has significant intraseasonal-

to-interannual variability, and its northern front cannot

be viewed as a static two-dimensional front. The cold

tongue and front are weak during El Niño warm events

and strong during La Niña cold events (Wallace et al.

1989; Deser and Wallace 1990). Likewise, the front is

weak during the warm season from March through May

when the cold tongue has receded and gradually sharpens

from July through November when the cold tongue ex-

tends westward to the central Pacific (Wallace et al. 1989;

Deser and Wallace 1990; Mitchell and Wallace 1992).

When the front is fully formed, it also has significant

variability associated with tropical instability waves (TIWs;

Baturin and Niiler 1997; Kessler et al. 1998; Contreras

2002; Lyman et al. 2007). TIWs distort the front into

cusplike wave patterns with 15–40-day periods (Qiao

and Weisberg 1995; Lyman et al. 2007, and references

therein), zonal wavelengths on the order of 1000 km

(Legeckis 1977; Qiao and Weisberg 1995), and west-

ward phase speeds between 0.3 and 0.6 m s21 (Qiao

and Weisberg 1995). Many modeling and observational

studies have described the large-amplitude meridional

and vertical motion associated with Northern Hemi-

sphere TIWs and tropical instability vortices (TIVs) in

both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Philander et al. 1986;

Flament et al. 1996; Johnson 1996, Kennan and Flament

2000; Menkes et al. 2002, 2006; Jochum and Murtugudde

2006; Dutrieux et al. 2008; CK09). These studies docu-

ment instances of convergent flow and downwelling on

the western side of the TIW cusps (leading edges of the

TIW cusps) and divergent flow and upwelling on the

eastern side of the TIW cusps (trailing edges of the TIW

cusps) but do not explore the mean impact of these

waves and vortices on the circulation near the front.

The shape of the northern front is strongly convoluted

by the passage of TIWs, undulating up to 58 latitude away

from the mean position of the front (e.g., Flament et al.

1996; Kennan and Flament 2000), and the front and

frontal processes are therefore significantly reduced when

averaged over time in fixed geographic coordinates. The

question we address is whether the instantaneous front

is associated with a quasi-adiabatic secondary circula-

tion and whether this frontal circulation is manifest when

averaged in time over many TIWs and seasons. In this

study, we map the flow in a coordinate system centered

on the instantaneous position of the northern front of

the cold tongue (frontal coordinates) to highlight the

large meridional and vertical motion associated with the

front in the upper 100 m of the water column. This is an

FIG. 1. Schematic of meridional–vertical structure of the TCs

in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific following JMF01. The

southern TC (STC) and northern TC (NTC) are labeled. Dashed

line at 28N depicts approximate position of the northern front of

the cold tongue.
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alternative to isopycnal coordinate mapping, which re-

quires collocated density and velocity profiles and an

often aphysical matching between the flow in the surface

mixed layer and the flow in the stratified density layers

beneath the surface mixed layer [e.g., Johnson et al. (2002)

applied a shape-preserving spline]. The paper outline is

as follows: A description of the data and model simula-

tion is provided in section 2. Details of the frontal co-

ordinate transformation are given in section 3. In section 4,

the mean structure of temperature, horizontal currents,

divergence of meridional flow, and vertical currents are

described in both geographic and frontal coordinates.

Section 4 also explores how the frontal circulation varies

with the phase of the TIWs. Results are discussed and

summarized in section 5.

2. Data and numerical model

a. Shipboard and satellite data

Shipboard ADCP latitude and depth (y, z) transects

collected while servicing the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean

(TAO) mooring array provide direct quasi-synoptic mea-

surements of horizontal velocity in the equatorial Pacific

(Johnson and Plimpton 1999; JMF01). Our study focuses

on all TAO transects collected between November 1991

and February 2008 along two adjacent TAO meridians

in the central equatorial Pacific, 1408 and 1258W. Data

from individual TAO cruises are made available through

the Joint Archive for Shipboard ADCP (JASADCP),

a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) and University of Hawaii at Manoa (UH) col-

laboration. These quality-controlled gridded datasets con-

tain hourly velocities interpolated to 10-m depth intervals

starting at 20-m depth. Transmit frequency and in-

strument configuration of the ADCP dictate the depth

of the shallowest bin, width of vertical bins, and verti-

cal extent of the measurements. Early TAO shipboard

ADCP measurements were made with a transmit fre-

quency of 150 kHz, a bin length of 8 m, and a nominal

depth range of 16–472 m. In 2004, a transition was made

to an ADCP with 75-kHz transmit frequency, doubling

the bin length to 16 m and increasing the nominal depth

range (29–973 m). In 2006, the depth of the shallowest

bin was shifted from 29 m down to 37 m. Therefore,

40 m is the shallowest depth that every transect resolves

(67% and 84% of the transects resolve flow at 20 and

30 m, respectively). CK09 found that the vertical shear

of near-surface horizontal currents at 28N, 1408W de-

pends on the viscosity profile, wind stress, and buoyancy

gradient. Because these are not necessarily known in the

central equatorial Pacific, we refrain from extrapolating

shipboard ADCP velocities to fill in the unmeasured cur-

rents in the downward-looking shipboard ADCP ‘‘blind

spot’’ (as in JMF01). Instead, output from the simula-

tion described in section 2b is used to put the observed

means at 20 m into context.

Temperature measurements, made by a thermistor at

the ADCP transducer head (nominal depth of 5 m) for

sound speed correction (Johnson and Plimpton 1999),

are used to identify the center of the northern front of

the cold tongue. When available, two gridded SST prod-

ucts obtained from the UH Asia-Pacific Data-Research

Center (APDRC) public data server are used to fill gaps

in the transducer temperature data. The first product

blends NOAA/National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)

daily high-resolution SST with Advanced Very High Res-

olution Radiometer (AVHRR) SST observations via op-

timum interpolation (OI; referred to as NOAA/OI SST;

Reynolds et al. 2007). NOAA/OI SST is globally available

from January 1985 to September 2007 on a 0.258 grid.

The second product is 3-day running mean SST from

the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Mi-

crowave Imager (TMI SST; Kummerow et al. 1998). TMI

SST is available from December 1997 to February 2008

with resolution of 0.258 between 408S and 408N.

b. Numerical model

Daily averages from a Modular Ocean Model (MOM4;

Griffies et al. 2003) simulation in the tropical Pacific forced

with monthly mean Quick Scatterometer (QuikSCAT)

wind stress from September 1999 to August 2008 are

used to interpret the shipboard observations. The model

was initially spun up over a 20-yr period with QuikSCAT

climatological wind stress (Risien and Chelton 2008),

turbulent surface fluxes from Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (MIT)–Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-

tute (WHOI) objectively analyzed air–sea fluxes (OAFlux;

Yu et al. 2004; Yu and Weller 2007), and longwave and

shortwave radiation from the International Satellite Cloud

Climatology Project (ISCCP; Zhang et al. 2004). The

resolution of the model in the equatorial waveguide is

0.338 latitude by 0.6258 longitude, and there are 49 z

levels with 10-m resolution in the upper 220 m of the

water column.

Additional details on the climatologically driven model

simulation can be found in Perez and Kessler (2009).

They compared the mean model TCs along 1408W from

year 17 of the simulation against the JMF01 observed

means (see their Fig. 1). The model and observed zonal

and meridional currents agreed well, with upwelling

(downwelling) largely controlled by the divergence (con-

vergence) of the meridional flow. On closer inspection

of the mean TCs, however, the model meridional and

vertical currents were more asymmetric than observed

with faster flow in the surface and subsurface limb of the

northern TC. The model also produced paired equatorial
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upwelling maxima near 18S and 18N rather than a single

maximum centered on the equator. Given the consid-

erable spatiotemporal averaging of the JMF01 observed

means, the strength of the equatorial asymmetry and the

existence of paired equatorial upwelling maxima could

not be confirmed or rejected. Thus, an updated descrip-

tion of the observed means in the central equatorial Pa-

cific Ocean is needed, specifically one that highlights

how the flow is modified in the vicinity of the northern

front of the cold tongue.

3. Methodology

In all, 45 full (88S–88N) or partial ADCP transects

were used to compute the observed means (23 and 22

transects along 1408 and 1258W, respectively). We zon-

ally averaged data collected along 1408 and 1258W to

decrease the sampling errors (section 3b). These adja-

cent transects were typically surveyed in the same cruise

separated by a week in time (JMF01), and when TIWs

are present, captured two different TIW phases. Hence,

zonal averaging also reduced aliasing by TIWs. Because

the difference in the depth of the mean TCs between

1408 and 1258W is typically small (less than 10 m), these

two meridians can be averaged together.

For each cruise transect, near-surface (5 m) temper-

ature and horizontal velocity measurements between

88S and 88N and within 18 longitude of the meridian were

objectively mapped onto a 0.058 latitude grid assuming a

Gaussian covariance (Bretherton et al. 1976) and using

a meridional correlation length scale of 28 latitude and a

noise-to-signal energy ratio of 0.01 (similar to values used

by JMF01, 18 and 0.01, respectively). This removed small-

meridional-scale variations in the data due to extended

periods on station and put irregularly spaced data onto

a uniform latitudinal grid.

Transducer temperature data were sometimes missing

or incomplete along a transect, and NOAA/OI SST and

TMI SST were used to fill in these gaps (see section 2a).

In practice, the gridded products were averaged for the

duration of each transect, adjusted for mean transect

biases (because of the difference between SST and 5-m

temperatures and sampling differences), and then com-

bined with transducer data prior to objective mapping.

Table 1 shows the mean biases and correlations between

transducer temperature and NOAA/OI SST and trans-

ducer temperature and TMI SST, respectively, in the

central equatorial Pacific. The transducer temperature

was approximately 0.48C warmer than NOAA/OI SST

and approximately 0.78C warmer than TMI SST. Both

TMI SST and NOAA/OI SST were well correlated with

the transducer temperature (greater than 0.89) and were

therefore suitable for filling in data gaps.

Although 45 transects were used to compute the geo-

graphic means, 7 transects were discarded from the

frontal mean calculation (frontal coordinates described

in section 3b). Four of the discarded transects were not

included because they were obtained during extreme

warm anomalies of the 1997/98 El Niño when the center

of the northern front of the cold tongue could not be

clearly identified. The other three transects were dis-

carded because the center of the cold tongue was located

south of the equator.

a. Distribution of cruises

Although the TAO meridians were ostensibly sam-

pled every 6 months (Johnson and Plimpton 1999), the

distribution of the cruises show a strong seasonal bias

with September–October, the most heavily sampled

2-month period (Fig. 2a). The fall bias, first noted in

TABLE 1. Comparison of transducer temperature and gridded

SST products.

Transect Bias (8C) Correlation

NOAA/OI SST

1408W 0.39 6 0.16 0.89 6 0.03

1258W 0.44 6 0.18 0.92 6 0.03

TMI SST

1408W 0.71 6 0.10 0.91 6 0.03

1258W 0.75 6 0.07 0.96 6 0.01

FIG. 2. Number of observations included in averages along TAO

meridians, 1408 and 1258W. Histograms are binned by (a) 2-month

increments, (b) 3-yr increments, and (c) 18C increments of the

ENSO Niño-3.4 temperature anomaly index. The stippled shading

indicates number of observations included in frontal mean calcu-

lation.
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JMF01, favored months of the year when the cold tongue

was well defined and TIWs were growing in amplitude

(e.g., seasonal cold bias). There are samples collected

during every 2-month period, with the fewest samples

collected in July–August (Fig. 2a). The majority of the

transects withheld from the frontal mean calculation were

collected in September–October (unstippled shading in

Fig. 2a).

The most heavily sampled periods were 1997–99 and

2006–08; however, the majority of the transects removed

from the frontal mean calculation was collected during

the 1997/98 El Niño (cf. stippled and unstippled shad-

ing in Fig. 2b). There were few measurements avail-

able from the early 2000s because of an uncorrectable

18–28 bearing error on instruments aboard the NOAA

ship Ka’imimoana from February 2001 to February 2004

(J. Hummon 2008, personal communication). The compass-

error-contaminated velocity measurements were excluded

from this analysis.

Figure 2c identifies whether samples were collected

during anomalously warm (El Niño) or anomalously cold

(La Niña) periods, as defined by the value of the Niño-3.4

anomaly during the month of each cruise. Positive and

negative anomalies with magnitudes between 08 and 18C

indicate relatively mild warm and cold events, respec-

tively. The majority of samples used in the frontal mean

calculation were collected during mild cold events, with

a negligible cold bias of 20.098 6 0.148C. The cold bias

was partly due to excluding data collected during the

1997/98 El Niño (unstippled shading in Figs. 2b,c). The

geographic means that were computed from all 45

transects have a negligible warm bias of 0.038 6 0.158C.

b. Identification of front and frontal coordinate
system

To resolve important frontal processes lost by aver-

aging in geographic coordinates and determine whether

the front is associated with a quasi-adiabatic secondary

circulation, we portray the data in a frontal coordinate

system (coordinates centered on the instantaneous po-

sition of the northern front of the cold tongue). To do

this, for each transect we defined the center of the north-

ern front of the cold tongue uc as the latitude of the

largest meridional temperature gradient between the

cold tongue minimum (u1, latitude of coldest tempera-

ture between 28S and 58N) and the edge of the northern

front (u2, latitude of first zero crossing of meridional

temperature gradient north of u1). This approach pro-

duces a composite front that is sharp, similar to the in-

stantaneous expression. Figure 3 demonstrates how much

the position, orientation, and surface temperature of the

simulated northern front of the cold tongue varied during

two years: 2000 (a strong La Niña year) and 2002 (a weak

El Niño year) along 1408W. The black dots in Fig. 3 show

the origin of the frontal coordinate system (uc) as a func-

tion of time. Note that TAO cruises were always con-

ducted along meridians (e.g., north–south transects).

Thus, our frontal coordinate system is not a ‘‘cross frontal’’

FIG. 3. Meridional–temporal structure of the model near-surface meridional divergence

(averaged from 20- to 40-m depth) along 1408W in years (a) 2000 and (b) 2002 with near-surface

(5 m) temperature contours and front positions overlaid as black dots. Yellow lines in (a)

identify transects that relate to Fig. 12.
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coordinate system (perpendicular to orientation of the

instantaneous front) but rather its projection onto the

meridional direction.

During the passage of a TIW, the northern front of

the cold tongue can be highly convoluted. To focus on

processes associated with the northern front of the cold

tongue, fields were only analyzed within 61.58 latitude

(or 6165 km) of the front and data south of the equator

were excluded from the analysis. Three transects were

discarded because uc was located just south of the equator

(this occurred twice along 1408W and once along 1258W).

In the unusual instance of a double cold tongue mini-

mum (two possible choices for u1), the northern value of

u1 was chosen (this occurred once along each meridian).

Similar processing was applied to fields from the 9-yr

model simulation (section 2b). Because model fields

were continuous (no spatial gaps), they were linearly in-

terpolated onto the 0.058 latitude grid. Model fields along

1408 and 1258W were translated into frontal coordinates

as outlined above for shipboard measurements. Less

than 1% of the model time series was excluded from the

frontal mean calculation because the center of the cold

tongue was located south of the equator.

For the observed means, all error bars reported in this

paper were computed via the delete-one jackknife scheme

(Efron 1982) implemented by JMF01. This scheme cal-

culates the standard error of an arithmetic mean and

provides an estimate of how sensitive a mean is to re-

moving one section (i.e., sampling error). This jackknife

scheme assumes unbiased sampling and supplies a mea-

sure of the uncertainty associated with the small sample

size. It does not, however, account for the systematic

seasonal biases outlined in section 3a.

4. Geographic and frontal means

In this section, the (y, z) structure of zonally and tem-

porally averaged temperature, horizontal currents, diver-

gence of meridional flow (hereafter called meridional

divergence), and vertical currents are all described. A

comparison is made of observed and simulated means

in both geographic and frontal coordinates. Note, coor-

dinate transformation and computations are completed

for each individual transect prior to zonal and temporal

averaging (see section 3). The meridional structure of

the geographic means is evaluated as a function of lati-

tude, and the structure of the frontal means is evaluated

as a function of meridional distance from the front (labeled

yf). In figures comparing geographic and frontal means,

the abscissa scale is preserved (width of 18 latitude on

FIG. 4. Zonally and temporally averaged near-surface (a),(b) temperature and (c),(d) meridional currents obtained

from shipboard ADCP (thick black line) and model (thick blue line) in geographic and frontal coordinates. Light

gray lines represent standard errors for observed means. (left) Thick black and blue dashed line denotes the mean

position of the observed and model front.
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left panels equals the width of 110 km on right panels) to

allow for direct comparisons, and mean fields have been

smoothed with a 0.58 latitude (approximately 60 km) tri-

angle filter. The filter is applied to smooth small discon-

tinuities that result from changes in sample size (e.g., there

are more data north of equator than south of equator).

a. Temperature

Figures 4a,b compare the mean near-surface ADCP

transducer (thick black line) and model 5-m (thick blue

line) temperature across the cold tongue. Light gray

lines denote sampling error bars (section 3b). In geo-

graphic coordinates (Fig. 4a), the observed cold tongue

minimum has a mean value of 25.58 6 0.38C at 0.358S

and the mean position of the northern front of the cold

tongue is at 1.768 6 0.228N. The model cold tongue

minimum has a mean value of 26.18C at 0.158S, and the

mean front is at 1.558N. The meridional temperature

gradients are similar, but the simulated profile is shifted

by approximately 0.88C. The fall and interannual sam-

pling biases described in section 3a are largely responsible

for the model–data temperature bias, although systematic

model biases may also contribute to these temperature

differences. The model–data temperature bias increases

from 0.88 to 1.08C when temperatures are averaged in

frontal coordinates, consistent with the exclusion of the

four El Niño transects. As expected, averaging in frontal

coordinates sharpens the mean observed and model

temperature gradients across the front to approximately

1.18C over 100-km distance (Fig. 4b). Although frontal

gradients can be as large as 38C over 100-km distance

during some cruises, the real strength of the front may

still be underestimated because of meridional and tem-

poral smoothing applied to the shipboard data.

Analysis of the mean (y, z) structure of the model

temperature in both geographic and frontal coordinates

(Fig. 5) reveals how temperature varies with depth near

the northern front of the cold tongue. In geographic co-

ordinates, the latitude of the maximum mean meridional

temperature gradient does not match the mean position

of the front (cf. thick line and thick dashed line in Fig. 5a),

consistent with the presence of nonlinear frontal pro-

cesses. In frontal coordinates, however, the location of

the maximum mean meridional temperature gradient

as a function of depth exactly matches the mean front

computed from 5-m temperature in the upper 25 m

(thick line in Fig. 5b lies at origin). Although the simu-

lated front does not tilt with depth throughout most of

the surface mixed layer, the latitude of its maximum

temperature gradient in frontal coordinates moves pole-

ward with depth between 25- and 100-m depth at an ap-

proximate rate of 18 km every 10 m. This tilt of the model

front with depth is also found in the mean (y, z) struc-

ture of the density (not shown). Because shipboard mea-

surements are only available at 5-m depth, a similar

observational picture cannot be made. Nevertheless, we

will show evidence in the following sections that sug-

gests the observed front also tilts with depth.

b. Zonal currents

Although the TCs are described along a (y, z) tran-

sect, the TCs are not two-dimensional cells and are

embedded in strong westward and eastward flows. Fig-

ure 6 shows the extent to which the mean structure of

the zonal currents differ in geographic and frontal co-

ordinates. When averaged in geographic coordinates,

the eastward-flowing Equatorial Undercurrent and North

Equatorial Countercurrent and the southern and north-

ern branches of the westward-flowing South Equatorial

Current are well reproduced by both the ADCP mea-

surements and the model (left panels of Fig. 6) when

compared with previous observational studies (JMF01;

FIG. 5. Model (y, z) structure of mean temperature. Zonally and temporally averaged means are compared in (a)

geographic and (b) frontal coordinates. Contour intervals are 18C (with additional 26.58C contour). (left) Thick

dashed line denotes the mean position of the front. Thick solid lines correspond to the maximum mean temperature

gradient as a function of depth.
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Johnson et al. 2002). When averaged in frontal coordi-

nates, the zonal currents are weakened and widened

(right panels of Fig. 6). Below 25 m, the boundary between

the Equatorial Undercurrent and north branch of the

South Equatorial Current tilts with depth (Figs. 6b,d) and

follows the tilt of the model front (thick line in Fig. 6b).

c. Meridional currents

Mean meridional flow in the surface limb of the TCs

is much weaker than the observed flow during the pas-

sage of a TIW (Figs. 4c,d; Kessler et al. 1998; Weisberg

and Qiao 2000; CK09), and the large sampling errors (on

average 7 cm s21) reflect the uncertainty associated with

aliased TIWs. In geographic coordinates, both ADCP

and model meridional currents at 20 m (thick black and

blue lines in Fig. 4c, respectively) exhibit mean poleward

flow (equatorial divergence). Northward currents in-

crease across the mean position of the northern front

(thick dashed lines in Fig. 4c) with a local maximum in

northward flow 18–28 latitude north of the mean front

(20.5 6 8.7 cm s21 at 3.78N in the observations; 12.0 cm s21

at 2.78N in the model). There is no apparent trace of

a secondary circulation near the mean position of the

northern front. South of the equator, the southward

flow is strongest at 2.18S in the observations (216.0 6

7.1 cm s21) and at 2.88S in the model (28.6 cm s21). The

FIG. 6. The (y, z) structure of the mean zonal currents obtained from (a),(b) model and (c),(d) shipboard ADCP.

(a)–(d) compare zonally and temporally averaged currents in (left) geographic and (right) frontal coordinates. (e),(f)

Standard errors for the observed means are shown. Contour intervals are 10 cm s21 between 640 and 20 cm s21

otherwise, and shaded contours indicate positive values in (a)–(d). Contour intervals are 2 cm s21 in (e),(f). Thick

dashed line in (left) denotes the mean position of the front. Thick solid line in (a)–(b) corresponds to maximum mean

temperature gradient from Fig. 5.
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observed currents are much stronger than the simulated

currents, but both exhibit similar equatorial asymmetry,

with a ratio of the magnitude of maximum northward

flow to maximum southward flow of 1.28 in the obser-

vations and 1.39 in the model.

The mean (y, z) structure of meridional flow in geo-

graphic coordinates is similar to the structure described

by previous observations, with two notable differences

(cf. Fig. 5 of JMF01 with Fig. 7c). The magnitude of the

observed meridional currents in the central equatorial

Pacific are stronger (this difference is accentuated if

currents are vertically extrapolated to the surface using

vertical shear at 20 m), and there is equatorially asym-

metric equatorward flow in the subsurface limb. Below

the surface limb, the observed maximum southward

flow (11.1 6 5.6 cm s21 at 4.18N and 80-m depth) is 1.73

times faster than the maximum northward flow (6.4 6

3.5 cm s21 at 2.38S and 90-m depth). The model ex-

hibits similar asymmetry with a ratio of 1.88 (Fig. 7a).

In contrast, the JMF01 values in Fig. 1 give a ratio of

0.8. These differences are primarily due to the narrower

zonal-averaging window (ratio reduces to 1.04 when all

available ADCP data are averaged between 1708 and

958W) and are secondarily due to the longer ADCP record

used in this study (ratio further reduces to 0.75 when

a second decade of data is excluded). Despite considerable

sampling errors (Fig. 7e), the observed equatorial asym-

metry described here is consistent with previous simula-

tions of central equatorial Pacific circulation (e.g., Kessler

et al. 1998; Brown et al. 2007b; Perez and Kessler 2009).

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for mean meridional currents. Contour intervals are 1 cm s21 between 64 and 2 cm s21

otherwise, and shaded contours indicate positive values in (a)–(d).
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When averaged in frontal coordinates, the mean me-

ridional flow at 20 m has a pronounced local minimum

in the northward flow (convergent flow) near the mean

position of the front (thick black and blue lines in Fig. 4d).

This convergence occurs in both observations and model,

but the structure differs with minimum northward flow

82.5 km north of the surface front in the observations

and 5.5 km south of the surface front in the model. This

minimum in northward flow spans the upper 30 m of

the water column in the model (Fig. 7b) and is present

between 20 and 30 m in the observations (Fig. 7d). More-

over, frontal averaging brings out a surprising new fea-

ture not seen in the geographic means: strong subsurface

convergent flow below 30-m depth that is centered ap-

proximately 40 km north of the surface front in the ob-

servations and a few kilometers south of the front in the

model (Figs. 7b,d). The convergent flow near the front

will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Note that, in a true cross-frontal coordinate system

(perpendicular to orientation of the instantaneous front),

we would expect no mean flow across the front. When

model velocities are averaged in cross-frontal coordinates,

the mean near-surface, cross-frontal flow is near zero,

0.6 cm s21 (cf. thick dashed and thick solid lines in Fig. 8),

and the secondary circulation is more apparent. TAO

cruises were always conducted along north–south tran-

sects; thus, it was not possible to conduct a model–data

comparison of the circulation in true cross-frontal co-

ordinates.

d. Meridional divergence

We now discuss the mean (y, z) structure of meridi-

onal divergence (Fig. 9). In geographic coordinates,

there is mean divergence in the surface limb of the TCs

between roughly 2.08S and 3.78N in the observations and

3.18S and 2.68N in the model, with mean convergence

beneath (left panels of Fig. 9). In frontal coordinates,

however, there is mean meridional convergence below

20-m depth near the northern front of the cold tongue,

bounded on the north and south by regions of diver-

gence (right panels of Fig. 9). This strong convergence

extends to the surface in the model, with a 71.5-km

southward shift in the surface mixed layer so that, at

the surface, the mean convergent flow lies just south

of the surface front (Fig. 9b). The poleward shift of the

maximum convergence with increasing depth mirrors

the depth dependence of the model front (maximum

mean temperature gradient given by the thick line in

Fig. 9b). Although observations are not available to make

this same comparison, we note that the observed location

of maximum convergence also moves poleward with depth

(Fig. 9d). This, combined with structure of the zonal cur-

rents (Fig. 6d), suggests that the observed front also tilts

with depth.

e. Vertical currents

The vertical component of velocity can be estimated

by vertically integrating the divergence of the horizontal

flow, ›w/›z 5 2(›u/›x 1 ›y/›y). Computing the diver-

gence of the zonal flow from quasi-synoptic cruise tran-

sects along 1408 and 1258W would alias TIWs. Therefore,

the divergence of zonal currents (hereafter called zonal

divergence) is neglected, and ›w/›z ’ 2›y/›y is used to

estimate vertical currents. Instantaneously, the zonal

divergence can be large, and the suitability of this as-

sumption will be addressed later in this section. Note,

estimating vertical currents from shipboard ADCP re-

quires the additional step of extrapolating the meridio-

nal divergence in the upper 20 m using vertical shear

at 20 m as in JMF01. Although this linear extrapolation

is overly simplistic near the northern front of the cold

tongue (CK09), we only do so here to allow for quali-

tative comparison with the model and previous obser-

vations (JMF01).

The structure of the vertical currents (as estimated

from meridional divergence) is complex with several dis-

tinct equatorial upwelling and off-equatorial downwelling

maxima present in both observed and model geographic

FIG. 8. A comparison of model mean currents at the front as

a function of depth. Thin solid line corresponds to meridional flow

averaged in geographic coordinates at u 5 uc (mean position of

front). Thick solid line corresponds to meridional flow averaged in

frontal coordinates at yf 5 0. Thick dashed line corresponds to

cross-frontal flow averaged in frontal coordinates at yf 5 0. Cross-

frontal flow is defined as yn 5 y cos a 2 u sin a, where u and y are

the zonal and meridional currents at the front and a is angle of front

relative to due east.
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means (Figs. 10a,c). The observed upwelling maxima

(2.9 6 1.6 m day21 at 0.158N and 40-m depth and 3.7 6

2 m day21 at 2.78N and 50-m depth) are centered about

the mean position of the front rather than the equator as

is the case in the model (Figs. 10a,c). The observed off-

equatorial downwelling is separated into several narrow

maxima with values on the order of 22 m day21 centered

at 58S, 3.18S, 4.48N, and 6.28N (Fig. 10c); however, given

the large sampling errors, these narrow maxima may not

be distinct features (Fig. 10e). In contrast, the model has

broad regions of off-equatorial downwelling between 38

and 88 latitude, with maxima near 48 latitude (Fig. 10a).

JMF01 did find a complicated vertical flow structure, but

significant downwelling was only reported near 8.08N.

The absence of strong downwelling near 4.08N in their

study is a consequence of the large zonal-averaging win-

dow (1708–958W) and shorter data record.

In frontal coordinates, the estimated mean vertical

currents from ADCP data exhibit downwelling directly

at the front in the surface mixed layer that increases in

magnitude and tilts poleward with depth (Fig. 10d) be-

cause of the strong frontal convergence described in

section 4d (Fig. 9d). The simulated downwelling has

a similar vertical structure but is shifted 70 km south of

the front in the surface mixed layer (Fig. 10b) and differs

in magnitude (e.g., at 50-m depth, observed maximum

downwelling is 22.8 6 2.4 m day21 and model maxi-

mum downwelling is 21.0 m day21). In both the ob-

servations and model, the downwelling near the front is

bounded to the north and south by regions of strong

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6, but for mean meridional divergence. Contour intervals are 1 3 1026 s21 between 64 3 1026

and 2 3 1026 s21 otherwise, and shaded contours indicate positive values in (a)–(d).
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upwelling consistent with the divergent flow shown in

Figs. 9b,d.

Figure 11a shows that in the model the mean impact of

neglecting zonal divergence is very small in geographic

coordinates (consistent with Johnson 2001; JMF01; Perez

and Kessler 2009). Although when averaged in frontal

coordinates, there are differences between true vertical

currents and those estimated from meridional divergence

(e.g., downwelling and upwelling do not grow unbounded

with depth but rather have broad maxima near 40-m

depth, and there is no zone of upwelling south of the

front), the essential behavior at the front is unchanged

(cf. Figs. 10b, 11b). In other words, we can expect that the

mean impact of neglecting zonal divergence in estimates

of the vertical currents from ADCP data will not change

the overall structure of the flow at the front.

Thus, both the observations and model provide evi-

dence of a coherent mean quasi-adiabatic secondary

circulation with cold tongue water moving northward

toward the front in the surface mixed layer (label 1 in

Fig. 11d). The cold water cannot move across the front,

so it is downwelled just south of the front. North of

the front, water below the surface mixed layer moves

southward toward the front and upwells following the

tilt of the maximum mean temperature gradient (label 2

in Fig. 11d). Because of forcing by the trade winds, there

must be poleward Ekman flow in the surface mixed layer

and, north of the front, the newly upwelled water flows

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 6, but for mean vertical currents estimated by vertically integrating meridional divergence.

Contour intervals are 0.4 m day21 between 61.6 and 0.8 m day21 otherwise, and shaded contours indicate positive

values in (a)–(d). The errors are small above 20 m, because they do not reflect the uncertainty introduced by the

vertical extrapolation of ADCP data above 20 m.
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northward satisfying that constraint (label 3 in Fig. 11d).

This mean secondary circulation, however, should not be

considered as a frozen field that migrates with the front.

As we will show in the next section, there is significant

variability in the meridional and vertical motion near the

front associated with TIWs.

f. The role of TIWs

The relationship between TIWs and the frontal sec-

ondary circulation can be fully explored in the model

and used to interpret the sparse shipboard observations.

The mean frontal circulation depicted in Fig. 11d is man-

ifest when averaged over many TIWs and seasons but is

not always present at the instantaneous front. The quasi-

adiabatic frontal circulation is strongest when the front is

strongest and thus when TIWs are strongest, and it is

highly dependent on the phase of the TIWs (Figs. 3a, 12).

For example, during one TIW cycle (identified by se-

quence of yellow lines in Fig. 3a), there was southward-

upwelling flow on the warm side of the front (Figs. 12a,b),

followed 8 days later by northward-downwelling flow

on the cold side of the front (Figs. 12c,d), another 8 days

later by general upwelling (Figs. 12e,f), and 8 days after

that by a circulation pattern similar to the mean frontal

circulation (Figs. 12g,h). Note that, in all of these cases,

the flow tends to slide along sloping isotherms. Instances

of convergent flow and downwelling on the cold side of

the front in the leading edge of a TIW cusp and di-

vergent flow and upwelling on the cold side of the front

in the trailing edge of a TIW cusp have been previously

documented in other observational and numerical stud-

ies for individual TIWs and associated TIVs (Philander

et al. 1986; Flament et al. 1996; Johnson 1996, Kennan

and Flament 2000; Menkes et al. 2002, 2006; Dutrieux

et al. 2008) and in and of itself is not a new result. What

this study does demonstrate is that, when the model is

averaged over many TIWs and seasons, the vertical and

meridional motions associated with these waves and vor-

tices lead to the nonzero mean frontal circulation given

by Fig. 11d with net convergent flow and downwelling on

the cold side of the front. Because of the large meridi-

onal displacements of the northern front associated with

TIWs, the downwelling on the cold side of the front on

a given day can occur at the same latitude as upwelling

on the warm side of the front a few days later. Thus,

when averaged in geographic coordinates, there is no

FIG. 11. Model (y, z) structure of mean meridional and vertical currents in (left) geographic and (right) frontal

coordinates. Shown are (a),(b) mean vertical currents with same contour intervals used in Fig. 10 and (c),(d) mean

velocity vectors. The thick dashed line in (left) denotes the mean position of the front. The thick solid line corre-

sponds to maximum mean temperature gradient from Fig. 5. STC and NTC are identified. Labels 1, 2, and 3 identify

components of the secondary circulation associated with the front (as described in section 4e). Vectors are plotted

every 0.48 latitude (approximately 40 km).
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apparent quasi-adiabatic secondary circulation associ-

ated with the mean front.

5. Discussion

TAO shipboard ADCP measurements were used to

describe the mean structure of the shallow meridional–

vertical TCs in the central equatorial Pacific and in

particular to investigate the secondary circulation asso-

ciated with the northern front of the cold tongue. Be-

cause the front can meander over several degrees during

the passage of a TIW, the mean flow is analyzed in both

geographic coordinates and a coordinate system centered

on the instantaneous position of the front. This offers an

alternative means to visualize the quasi-adiabatic flow

that complements previous isopycnal coordinate analy-

ses (Hazeleger et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2007b; Richards

et al. 2009) and can be readily applied to upper-ocean

cross-equatorial transects of temperature and velocity.

Results from a 9-yr tropical Pacific model simulation

were used to provide context for the observed results.

When averaged in frontal coordinates, the measure-

ments show a near-surface minimum in northward flow

north of the surface front, with maximum convergence

of the meridional flow slightly equatorward of the front.

This region of convergent flow and downwelling (infer-

red from vertical integration of meridional divergence)

extends below the surface mixed layer, tilts poleward

with depth, and is meridionally bounded by regions of

divergence and upwelling. Similarly, the model shows

that, on average, surface cold tongue water moves north-

ward toward the frontal region and dives below tilted

front, whereas subsurface water north of the front moves

southward toward the front, upwells, and then moves

northward in the surface mixed layer. The model also

demonstrates that this mean quasi-adiabatic secondary

FIG. 12. Model ( y, z) structure of temperature and meridional and vertical currents along 1408W for select days in

January 2000 (see yellow lines in Fig. 3a): (a),(b) convergent front on day 6; (c),(d) convergent front on day 14; (e),(f)

divergent front on day 22; and (g),(h) convergent front on day 30. Thick dashed lines denote the position of the front.

(left) Contour intervals are 18C (with additional 26.58C contour). (right) Vectors are plotted every 0.48 latitude.
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circulation is not a frozen field that migrates with the

front but is instead highly dependent on the phase of

the TIWs: southward-upwelling flow on the warm side of

the front tends to occur when the front is displaced

southward, whereas northward-downwelling flow on the

cold side of the front occurs when the front is displaced

northward. Consequently, the mean geographic sections

show little trace of a quasi-adiabatic secondary circulation

near the mean front (i.e., on average, cold northward-

moving water does not appear to slide under the warmer

water to the north, and corresponding upwelling on the

northern side of the front is not visible in the Eulerian

average). Instead, when averaged in geographic coor-

dinates, the observed and simulated TCs appear to be

equatorially asymmetric with larger meridional currents

north of the equator that increase in magnitude across

the mean position of the front. This flow that appears to

cross the mean front, however, must be considered as

a rectified mean flow. In fact, on average, parcels do not

cross the front.

We have shown that TIWs fundamentally affect the

meridional–vertical circulation near the front. Quasi-

adiabatic slantwise motion is observed near the front

during TIWs, but it is not manifest when averaged in

geographic coordinates. The dynamics that produce the

slantwise motion (e.g., baroclinic instability, symmetric

instability, and Ekman frontal processes) have not been

diagnosed. These motions, however, greatly impact the

mean equatorial Pacific cold tongue heat balance. Pre-

vious studies have shown that advection by the TIWs

warms the surface cold tongue waters, whereas advec-

tion by the mean and seasonal circulation cools the

surface cold tongue waters (Wyrtki 1981; Hansen and

Paul 1984; Bryden and Brady 1989; Baturin and Niiler

1997; Swenson and Hansen 1999; Wang and McPhaden

1999, 2000; Jochum et al. 2007). The present study dem-

onstrates that the near-surface circulation is fundamen-

tally affected by the front; however, direct measurements

in the layer above 40 m are relatively rare. Thus, further

work is needed to resolve how heat advection by TIWs

and the mean and seasonal circulation interact, especially

near the front north of the equator.

This analysis could not have been conducted without

the use of TAO shipboard ADCP measurements. Be-

cause they make vertical cross sections of the flow over

many years, they are the only dataset from which the

mean structure of the meridional circulation in the

central equatorial Pacific can be studied. However, as of

the year 2006, these observations do not resolve the

structure of the currents above 40 m. Thus, for moni-

toring future changes in the TC, we highly recommend

that ships that service the TAO array be enhanced to

sample the near-surface layer.
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